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Under the TLM category, I presented my intervention, which was a threeUnder the TLM category, I presented my intervention, which was a threeUnder the TLM category, I presented my intervention, which was a three
month step-by-step pedagogy for learners who require extra support in themonth step-by-step pedagogy for learners who require extra support in themonth step-by-step pedagogy for learners who require extra support in the
Tamil language, at Karpithalil Pudhumai Thiruvizha. I was really excited andTamil language, at Karpithalil Pudhumai Thiruvizha. I was really excited andTamil language, at Karpithalil Pudhumai Thiruvizha. I was really excited and
glad to showcase my innovative strategies in front of my colleagues andglad to showcase my innovative strategies in front of my colleagues andglad to showcase my innovative strategies in front of my colleagues and
officials, and I also learnt about many innovative ideas from my colleaguesofficials, and I also learnt about many innovative ideas from my colleaguesofficials, and I also learnt about many innovative ideas from my colleagues
that I will adopt in my classroom later. My favourite memory from thisthat I will adopt in my classroom later. My favourite memory from thisthat I will adopt in my classroom later. My favourite memory from this
exhibition was presenting my innovative practice in front of Director Sir andexhibition was presenting my innovative practice in front of Director Sir andexhibition was presenting my innovative practice in front of Director Sir and
receiving praise for it.receiving praise for it.receiving praise for it.   

-M. Valli PST, GPS Pudukuppam A.-M. Valli PST, GPS Pudukuppam A.-M. Valli PST, GPS Pudukuppam A.
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Karpithalil Pudhumai Thiruvizha
Think about a concept the concept of evaporation. Can you recall the way it was taught to you? Most of the time, we would be able to associate
a particular way of teaching with a concept than the information about it. Innovative methods of teaching-learning also engage students at a
higher level and increase student learning outcomes. 

In an attempt to project innovative ways in the teaching-learning practices
in Puducherry schools, Samagra Shiksha Puducherry conducted "Karpithalil
Pudhumai Thiruvizha" at DIET State Training Centre. This event was
conducted to exhibit best practices in schools to promote such practices
and encourage more teachers to adopt more such practices. Thereby,
enhancing the cross-sharing of best practices and their impact on improving
student learning outcomes. This event was participated by 120 teachers.

This event was inaugurated and graced by the presence of Shri. Rudra
Goud, Director, Directorate of School Education Puducherry. Further, he
had taken the time to check out all 120 innovative pedagogies that were
presented by the participants and had witnessed the demonstrations of the
same. 

Here are some best practices followed across the schools of Puducherry

Picture: Director inaugurating Karpithalil Pudhumai Thiruvizha

Picture: Director watching teachers present their innovative
pedagogies

Picture: Head Teacher, Ms. Sandcoumari 
presenting the learning box
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Azim Premji Foundation – Puducherry established an ECCE model classroom at GPS Thattanchavady which was inaugurated by the Director
of School Education, Puducherry on 8th Dec 2022. In the process of rolling out the NEP 2020 and FLN mission, the Foundation set up a
resource centre for ECCE, which complements primary school teacher's existing classroom resources. This approach has created a physically
stimulative learning environment to enable  interactional and practical learning spaces. 

These learning spaces have thematic, print-rich resources that are developmentally appropriate to build foundational literacy and numeracy in
students and contribute to their holistic development. It further informs the teachers on a daily routine for the student and provides a space
for them to ideate and develop materials based on learning needs. Thus, contributes to teacher professional development. This unit is
currently used by 77 students and 2 teachers in GPS Thattanchavady.

ECCE Model Classroom Inauguration

Picture:  Director and State Project Director gracing their presence at the inauguration of ECCE Model
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Picture: A glimpse of the North Express 
newsletter

This Puducherry school has a unique strategy to get their students excited 
about reading!

This weekly news magazine has helped students to understand everyThis weekly news magazine has helped students to understand everyThis weekly news magazine has helped students to understand every
event that is happening in our school. There has been improvement inevent that is happening in our school. There has been improvement inevent that is happening in our school. There has been improvement in
their language skills. This project has helped the students improvetheir language skills. This project has helped the students improvetheir language skills. This project has helped the students improve
their reading, writing, and presentation skills, and it has inspired othertheir reading, writing, and presentation skills, and it has inspired othertheir reading, writing, and presentation skills, and it has inspired other
students to take the initiative in reading and writing.students to take the initiative in reading and writing.students to take the initiative in reading and writing.   

Ms. Roopa and Rakshi, Co-ordinators of North Express newsletterMs. Roopa and Rakshi, Co-ordinators of North Express newsletterMs. Roopa and Rakshi, Co-ordinators of North Express newsletter



NIPUN Reading Festival
Reading is a much-celebrated art. Here, Puducherry is observing it as a tradition! For
second consecutive quarter, schools of Puducherry have been conducting the NIPUN
Reading Festival. In this event, all schools exhibit their students' literacy skills in both their
mother language and English to parents and the larger community. 

GLPS Palloor North invited a National Awardee
Teacher to inaugurate the festival and share his
experiences. This school also conducted a student-led
event, hosted by fourth grader, Vedika.

This attempt to inform the larger community not only showcased the school's efforts in the past quarter but also extended for partnership
with the community to make learning an activity that goes beyond the classroom. The event further attempted to strengthen the
accountability of the school with the community.

Snippets from the schools

Schools from the educational zone 3 in Puducherry took a different approach to this quarter's reading festival. This
time, schools gave parents an opportunity to assess their children's learning levels by observing their performance
during the reading festival. This was done in 32 schools, using Google Forms.

Snippets from Zone 3 schools

We are trying to give ownership to both the teachers and parents, in
that way both of them will begin focusing on the child's learning.
-Mr. Pakkirisamy, DIS, Zone 3
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Picture:  Mr. Ashraf AC addressing the students on the occasion of NIPUN 
Reading Festival
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Kala Utsav
Kala Utsav is an initiative of the Ministry of Education (MoE) under Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha
Abhiyan, to promote arts in education by nurturing and showcasing the artistic talent of school
students in the country. Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) recognises the importance of
aesthetics and artistic experiences for secondary-level students, which play a major role in creating
awareness of India’s rich cultural heritage and vibrant diversity. In the context of education of Arts
(Music, Theatre, Dance, Visual Arts and Crafts), the initiative is guided by the recommendations of the
National Curriculum Framework 2005 (NCF-2005). 

The art that was exhibited through this event included vocal music, instrumental music, dance, visual
art and traditional games. In Puducherry, the first level of Kala Utsav was conducted on 4th and 5th
December 2022, which was participated by 76 students across 4 regions in Puducherry. Out of which,
20 students were selected for the second round. They represented the Puducherry UT between 3rd to
7th January 2023 in Regional Institue of Education, Bhubaneshwar.


